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the only person.Since Ann Coulter’s debut book in 1996, Godless: The Church of Liberalism, she’s brought a level

of irreverence and chutzpah to conservatism that would have made Groucho Marx very proud. When I was editor of
The American Spectator in the ’90s, we would rely on Coulter to slam academics with a thesis of “social justice

warriors” in order to bring conservatives back to our default position: that higher education was a waste of time and
money, because, by and large, it really wasn’t all that useful, except for a few credentialed Marxists who could get
a job in a large corporation, not in academia. This week, Coulter is slamming the idea of gun control, arguing that
America had been just as violent before it had any gun laws. I thought it was an interesting point, and one that I’m
sure many others have made. I didn’t know the exact statistics, but it was easy to check with a web search. I called
up Ann Coulter and asked her to put together a list of her sources for her assertion. She complied in less than one
minute. Here are the five most important data points in support of her argument: Coulter’s Points Violent crime in
the United States from 1776 to present: The number of murders in the U.S. since the 1770s, when no regulations
prohibited guns. The number of murders in the U.S. today, when the gun-control laws have been in place since

1934. From 1934 to 1966, when the FBI instituted gun-control laws. In 1997, when the Bureau of Justice Statistics
(BJS) released a report showing an average increase of three murders each year between 1990 and 1994. In

2003, when the BJS reported a decrease in crime in the country, suggesting that gun laws had indeed decreased
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